Development of a method based on sorbent trapping followed by solid-phase microextraction for the determination of synthetic musks in indoor air.
Synthetic musks are extensively used as fragrance components in a wide range of consumer and personal care products such as detergents, shampoos, perfumes and other cosmetic products. Amongst them, galaxolide and tonalide have become ubiquitous pollutants due to their continuous releasing into the environment. Because of their nature as artificial fragrances, inhalation should be considered as an important exposure pathway, especially in indoor environments. However, up to now very few studies have been carried out to determine these emergent pollutants indoors. In this work, a simple and highly sensitive methodology for the analysis of synthetic musk fragrances in indoor air samples is presented. The proposed methodology combines solid-phase extraction (SPE) and solid-phase microextraction (SPME), followed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method based on SPME for the analysis of musks in air. By active sampling, musks present in air were adsorbed onto 25mg Tenax and then transferred to a SPME fiber in the headspace mode (HS). An experimental design strategy was used to optimize main factors potentially affecting the microextraction process such as fiber coating, temperature and the addition of a microvolume of organic solvent to the solid sorbent prior to SPME. Breakthrough of the SPE sorbent was studied from 1 to 10m(3) without significant losses. Recovery studies were performed at two concentration levels (2 and 20ngm(-3)), obtaining quantitative recoveries (>/=85%) by external calibration. A comprehensive study was performed in order to estimate the limits of detection taking into account the contamination risks and laboratory blanks. Values at the sub ngm(-3) level were achieved for all the target compounds sampling 5m(3) air. External calibration, not requiring the complete sampling process, demonstrated to be suitable for the quantification of all musk compounds. Finally, several indoor environments were analyzed using the proposed method.